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ABSTRACT User authentication is considered to be an important aspect of any cyber security program.
However, one-time validation of user’s identity is not strong to provide resilient security throughout the
user session. In this aspect, continuous monitoring of session is necessary to ensure that only legitimate
user is accessing the system resources for entire session. In this paper, a true continuous user authentication
system featuring keystroke dynamics behavioural biometric modality has been proposed and implemented.
A novel method of authenticating the user on each action has been presented which decides the legitimacy of
current user based on the confidence in the genuineness of each action. The 2-phase methodology, consisting
of ensemble learning and robust recurrent confidence model(R-RCM), has been designed which employs
a novel perception of two thresholds i.e., alert and final threshold. Proposed methodology classifies each
action based on the probability score of ensemble classifier which is afterwards used along with hyper-
parameters of R-RCM to compute the current confidence in genuineness of user. System decides if user can
continue using the system or not based on new confidence value and final threshold. However, it tends to
lock out imposter user more quickly if it reaches the alert threshold. Moreover, system has been validated
with two different experimental settings and results are reported in terms of mean average number of genuine
actions (ANGA) and average number of imposter actions(ANIA), whereby achieving the lowest mean ANIA
with experimental setting II.

INDEX TERMS Continuous user authentication, keystroke dynamics, ensemble learning, behavioural
analysis, biometrics, security systems.

I. INTRODUCTION
In In modern networks, the security of critical computer
systems is highly susceptible to different attacks at the user
level, system level or network level precisely. Subsequently,
in the user level attacks i.e., masquerade attacks, intruder
exploits the legitimate user rights for unauthorized access
to some confidential information. One of the main factors
responsible for this kind of attack is vulnerable authentication
which fosters the likelihood of impersonation by intruders as
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legitimate users [1]. Consequently, security of critical cyber
security system is mainly reliant on authentication or iden-
tification principles [2]. Traditionally, user is authenticated
using password, usernames or any other related information
to ensure whether the user is the one claiming to be while
accessing a system or network. Subsequently, resources of
session are allocated upon authentication and user can use
session for which it has been authenticated until logged out
or for some fixed period of time [3]. This is referred to as
static user authentication (SUA). However, if a person leaves
its system or phone unattended or forgets to log out from
authenticated session of any critical application that contains
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sensitive information, then an attacker can easily takeover as
a legitimate user. For that reason, one-time validation of the
user’s identity is not strong enough for providing resilient
security throughout the user’s work session in high-risk secu-
rity environments. Ultimate possible solution to this problem
can be continuous monitoring of system or application after
initial log-in to ensure that the legitimate user is using the
system for entire session. This is referred to as continuous
user authentication (CUA) [4].

A robust continuous user authentication (CUA) system
should meet two basic requirements. Firstly, it should not
disturb the user while it is performing any tasks on system
and work passively by gathering the behavioural informa-
tion of users. Secondly, CUA should authenticate the user
continuously on every single activity that user is performing.
In order tomeet these requirements, one possible way is to use
behavioural biometrics e.g., keystroke dynamics which may
play an important role to validate the user’s identity through-
out the session by distinguishing one user from another.
Moreover, most of behavioural biometrics i.e., the keystroke
dynamics do not require users to present biometric identi-
fication while preforming important routine tasks and also
tends to authenticate the user on each single key press action.
Keystroke dynamics recognition (KDR) can be referred as
a behavioural biometrics which comprises of evaluating the
computer user’s distinct typing patterns followed by recogni-
tion of person’s identity based on these patterns. In terms of
implementation, there are numerous advantages for the usage
of KD as a recognition method [5] since these are practical
and inexpensive where no additional hardware component is
required in order to capture the KD biometrics as oppose to
other biometrics which require special hardware like finger-
prints, iris and facial biometrics. However, keystroke dynam-
ics cannot substitute the traditional initial login methods but
KD can provide an additional security layer which incessantly
validates the user identity during the session. Analysing the
user behaviour for continuous authentication is a challenging
task owing to the insufficient information and large intra-class
disparities of data recorded by the computer input devices.
Accordingly, most of the preceding research had employed
the analysis based on a fixed number of actions or fixed time
period which can be called as episodic authentication where
system records the keystroke timings for fixed number of
actions or fixed block size and then afterwards analyse the
data to decide if it belongs to genuine user or not. On the
contrary, a true continuous authentication system inclines to
verify the identity of user after each keystroke action [6].
The KD based authentication system works on the basis of
keystroke timing information which is captured by keyboard
with the assistance of specifically designed software [7] and
different discrete features are extracted from those captured
keystroke timestamps.

In this paper, we aim to implement a true continuous
authentication system which can authenticate the user based
on each keystroke action as shown in Fig.1. The main contri-
butions of this work are:

FIGURE 1. Framework of continuous user authentication.

• A robust-recurrent confidence model has been proposed
which tends to authenticate the user on each single action
performed on system. The system has been validated
with keystroke dynamics, however, it can be imple-
mented on any behavioural biometric modality.

• The proposed robust-recurrent confidence model uses a
novel approach of detecting and locking out the imposter
user once it crosses the alert threshold.

• The 2-phase methodology has been implemented for
continuously authenticating the users which treats the
input features as a key-press sequence instead of gener-
ating the keystroke profiles based on mean and standard
deviations of key and key-pairs as found in literature.

• The two different experimental settings have been for-
mulated which include the combination of divergent
approaches in order to validate the proposed system
methodology.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
presents the background and related work. Section III intro-
duces a proposed system model for continuous user authenti-
cation. Section IV contains the detailed discussion on applied
methodology and results. Afterwards, conclusion and further
research are presented in Section V.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
This section presents the speculative basis and preceding
research works leading to the proposed system. Most of
the preceding studies in the domain of keystroke dynamics
had normally focused on the static user authentication(SUA)
while the work done on continuous user authentication(CUA)
is relatively far less. However, nowadays CUA is getting
more prevalent owing to the security concerns of systems and
applications as more people are dependent on computers and
mobile devices for daily routine tasks including office work,
online shopping, online banking and much more. Preliminary
research on CUA using keystroke dynamics was conducted
in 1995 by the group of researchers [8] and some notable
results were presented.

The presently available keystroke dynamics datasets can be
specifically categorized into two types, namely, short text and
long text, as shown in Fig. 2. The short texts datasets are pre-
dominantly based on passwords thereby mostly appropriate
for studying the static authentication [9]. On the other hand,
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FIGURE 2. Keystroke dynamics dataset classification.

the long texts datasets are further divided into two categories
i.e., fixed text and free text. In this regard, former is based
on pre-defined texts where user has to mimic the already
provided tasks, on the contrary, the latter refers to the pattern
in which users are given complete independence to employ
any random text of any length without any constraints [10].

KDR system ismostly based on twomain events associated
with the user’s typing rhythm i.e., key down and key up events
where former occurs when user presses a key while latter is
recorded as soon as user releases that respective key [11].
Subsequently, numerous different features can be extracted to
make the unique feature set of the user. In this aspect, themost
frequently used features in the literature are single key hold
time and key digraph latency which is the duration between
the given two consecutive keystrokes.

User templates are created by calculating the mean and
standard deviation of each key hold time and key digraph
flight and latency [12]. On the other hand, some research
studies [6] had featured the mean and standard deviation
of only those digraphs which had occurred least number of
times in order to build the inimitable feature set. Moreover,
the researchers in [13] had employed the combination of
key digraph, trigraph, error corrections and word per minute
features to build the user profiles. Additionally in some stud-
ies [14] feature set had been extended to include digraphs,
trigraphs and some additional allied n-graphs. While some
researchers had used the specific words which are common
in English i.e., the, an, and, to, etc., to extract the features set.
[15]. Moreover, in [16] researchers had combined the timing
features with non-timing features i.e., pressure, position, fin-
ger placement and finger choice for tying behaviour analysis.

It has been observed that most of the research work had
built statistical user profiles based on mean and standard
deviation of specific keys and key-pairs. However, this type
of approach is better suited for fixed text, on the contrary, for
the free text where user must be using some key-pairs which
are missing from statistical profile can lead to low accuracy.
In contrast, this research work has considered the approach
of taking keystroke dynamics data as sequential series and
analysing the user behaviour serially instead of measuring on
statistical profile.

Once the feature set had been extracted, the next step
followed is the classification. Many classification techniques
had been used for continuous authentication including tradi-

tional statistical methods, pattern recognition and even more
complex machine learning methods.

The researchers in [17] conducted the free-text studies
with digraphs, trigraphs and n-graphs as statistical features
and it was essentially dependent on two underlying distance
measures namely relative measure and absolute measure.
The former is used to calculate the degree of disorder
whereas the latter referred to the measurement of absolute
distance between two keystroke samples and achieved the
good results. However, they have used the block size of
700-900 keystrokes to form each sample probe to iden-
tify the user which gives enough possibility to imposter
for unauthorized access. Some other research works have
also implemented the relative distance and absolute distance
including [18] with sliding window of fixed n-graph latency
features, [19] with 600 block size and duration of 2,3,4 and
5-graph features, [20] with 150 block size and di-graphs
features, [21] with 100-1000 block size and di-graph latency
features precisely, and [22] with block size of 250 actions and
duration, digraph latency. The researchers in [23] presented
an adaptive continuous authentication scheme by building
the statistical profiles of users using the single key, UD and
DU features for only selected keys and key-pairs. They have
reported the results for fixed window sizes i.e., 35, 50, 65, 80,
for authentication as well as updating the statistical profile
by using Euclidean distance, Manhattan distance and cosine
similarity metrics.

Other statistical methods used for classification of
keystroke dynamics in literature includes Euclidean dis-
tance [24], scaled Euclidean distance [25], scaled Manhattan
distance with Mean of Horners Rules [26], Mahalanobis dis-
tance [21], and Bhattacharyya distance with Gaussian mix-
ture model [27]. In addition, other statistical techniques such
as Hidden Markov Model [28], Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test
(KS-test) [29], and Bayesian Classification [30], were also
employed to find the level of similarity between keystroke
samples. It has been noticed that most of the research works
in CUA domain had considered the block of actions to
authenticate the user. However, a true CUA system should
authenticate user on each single action. In this regard, this
research work proposed the recurrent confidence model
which authenticates the user on each single action and decides
the legitimacy of user in combination with previous actions
confidence.

Machine learning has also been exploited in recent times
where some of the works have presented interesting results.
A constructive example of this is presented in [31] with neu-
ral networks implementation. They had used 500 keystroke
block size with digraph features and employed the strategy
of predicting the timing of digraphs in testing which has
never occurred while training the network. Another research
work in [32] had implemented Decision trees with statistical
feature profiles and used the block size of 1000 actions.
Moreover, in [33] kernel ridge regression a truncated RBF
kernel has been used with 900 words block size and trigraph
latency feature profile.
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In most preceding works, commonly used features for
CUA with keystroke dynamics are digraphs. However, if we
consider the real continuous authentication which authenti-
cates the user on each single action then in this case mono-
graphs have special place since it tends to authenticate the
user on each single action instead of after two actions per-
formed within given time frame thus leaving no room for
imposter user. But digraphs had seen to give more better
results so the optimal approach used in this research is fusion
of monographs as well as digraphs to achieve better results.

Afterwards, the classification algorithms generally report
the performance in terms of false acceptance rate(FAR), false
rejection rate(FRR) [34] and equal error rate(EER) for bio-
metric systems. [35]. However, for true CUA the identity of
user should be checked on each single action and perfor-
mancemeasure should depend on howmany actions imposter
or genuine user has performed before system detects it or
falsely lock it out respectively. Based on our understanding
the number of actions executed by different users within
a particular time frame substantially relies on individual’s
explicit behaviour patterns and this factor is distinctive among
different users. For example, a person with fast typing speed
would be able to perform more actions on system resulting in
more damage to system resources as compared to a user with
slow typing speed within any given time period. Therefore,
it has been decided to report the performance of proposed
CUA system in terms of action domain instead of considering
the time complexity of identifying the imposter users. In this
aspect, this research uses the performance metrics as describe
by researchers in [25] in form of ANGA and ANIA.

III. SYSTEM METHODOLOGY
This section presents the architecture and implementation of
proposed CUA system which combines the SUA as well.

A. DATASET
In this research, the keystroke dataset provided by University
of Buffalo [36] has been used. The baseline dataset is col-
lected from 75 subjects in 3 separate sessions and the statistics
of dataset is presented in table 1. There are 28 days in average
time intervals between sessions. The dataset is based on long-
text and it is the mixture of fixed and free style texts.

TABLE 1. Dataset statistics.

Keyboard usage is typically undertaken in a sequential
manner key-press by key-press. More formally, a Keystroke
time series is a sequential ordering of a set of events (E) that
occur within a specified interval of time. Each event e ∈ E
has the following properties:

• UserId(e) – id of the user that has performed an action
• SessionId(e) – id of actions sequence that event belongs
to

• DownTime(e) – a key absolute down time (milliseconds)
during the action

• UpTime(e) – a key absolute up time (milliseconds) dur-
ing the action

• KeyCode(e) – a key code that the user has pressed
Fig.3 shows the down-time, up-time, key monograph(also

known as hold time) and pressed keys features for four dif-
ferent users. It can be noticed that keystroke features provide
substantial distinctive patterns for each user. The distinctive
features can be generated for each sequence and feed to train-
ing classifiers to build the reference templates for each user
which can be used for authentication of user upon validation.

Given a tuple (UserId ′, SessionId ′,DownTime,UpTime,
KeyCode) we group keyboard events into sequences:

Sequence(UserId ′, SessionId ′)

= {e|∀e ∈ E, s.t.UserId(e) = UserId ′ and SessionId(e)

= SessionId ′

and DownTime(e) = DownTime

and UpTime(e) = UpTime

and KeyCode(e) = KeyCode′}

Formally, the order of actions is imposed by the following
sorting criterion:

ei < ej if DownTime(ei) < DownTime(ej) or

DownTime(ei) = DownTime(ej) and

UpTime(ei) < UpTime(ej)

For the analysis of CUA system, the data of a user is split
into 3 non-overlapping parts. The training part T is used to
train the classifier to build a model. The testing part X is used
for testing the parametric adjustments and validation part V is
used for final evaluation of unseen data. The validation data of
a user is used action by action and each action will determine
a change in confidence of user being genuine or imposter.
We have defined the split range rule as follows:

SplitRange = [SplitRange0, SplitRange1),

SplitRange0 ≥ 0, SplitRange1 ≤ 1,

hence, SplitRange0 < SplitRange1.
In accordance to split range rule we have applied the

following split strategy:
• T=train, SessionId(E), SplitRange = [0.0, 0.6]
• X=test, SessionId(E), SplitRange = [0.6, 0.8]
• V=val, SessionId(E), SplitRange = [0.8, 1.0]

B. FEATURE ENGINEERING
Let’s say we have a sequence of M + U keystrokes where
U is the context length and M is the length of keystroke
sequence. Sequences of a defined length M + U have been
sampled to generate input features and target user ids (x,y)
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FIGURE 3. Keystroke distinct features for 4 Different users.

with T time steps in total. Moreover, sequences are sampled
with U = 1 and M = 512, a sequence of keyboard actions
with monographs and digraph features. In the experiments,
the following features have been considered to generate from
the raw keystroke sequence.

• Key Monograph Action : It represents the key hold time
of any key which is calculated by subtracting the key up
time from key down time.

• Key Digraph Action :Where the features are

– Down − Up Time : Total time duration of first key
press to second key release.

– Down − Down Time : The time between first key
press and second key press

– Up − Down Time : The time between first key
release and second key press

– Up−Up Time : The time between first key release
and second key release of a particular key digraph.

The one attribute and five main features are utilized in
the CUA system, namely key-codes, monograph durations,
digraph latencies i.e., DD, DU, UD and UU. Key Code
belongs to a limited set of values with a power equal to
C and it is transformed via one hot encoding. To apply a
classification algorithm, input data has been processed to
obtain numerical feature series as given follows: For ∀t =
0,M − 1, p = t − 1, we have:

• Xt0 = KeyCodet
• Xt1 = KeyCodep
• Xt2 = (UpTimet − DownTimet )

• Xt3 = (UpTimet − UpTimep)
• Xt4 = (DownTimet − DownTimep)
• Xt5 = (UpTimet − DownTimep)
• Xt6 = (DownTimet − UpTimep)
The graphical representation of the keystroke dynam-

ics feature extraction process is shown in Fig.4. In this
study, time difference considered between two key actions
ought to be below 2000ms, since higher timing difference
than 2000ms does not represent the normal typing pattern.
Moreover, it has been considered necessary to include key
monographs in the analysis of true CUA since ignoring the
monographs can give room to imposter users to type the full
sequence of keystrokes by pausing for 2000ms after each
keypress hence leaving no feature for system to authenticate
the user successfully.

C. ROBUST RECURRENT CONFIDENCE MODEL(R-RCM)
Most of the work done in CUA systems, as observed in
literature review, considers the sliding window approach with
block of actions. In that case, system waits until the block is
filled up with specified number of actions and only then the
legitimacy of user is decided based on full block of actions.
However, this approach gives room to imposter users to do the
damage to sensitive information for the given action block
size. In this regard, we have proposed the robust Recurrent
confidence Model (R-RCM) which considers each and every
action of user in order to decide if user is legitimate or
not. However, each action itself does not make this decision
but R-RCM takes into account the confidence generated by
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FIGURE 4. Keystroke dynamics features representation.

previous actions as well. When considering behavioural bio-
metrics, even genuine users can deviate from their normal
behaviour owing to the changing background context and
similarly imposter users can behave exactly as the genuine
users on some actions. Hence the typing behaviour of any user
is never completely stable all the time that’s why deciding
the legitimacy of user on single action leads to low accuracy.
But since no two users can ever type exactly in same manner
to each other and at some point the behaviour of imposter
user will differ from the normal behaviour of genuine user
noticeably and is quite enough to differentiate between the
two users in order to detect the imposters. To implement this
strategy, we used the concept of ‘‘recurrent confidence in the
genuineness’’ of the current user.

In [6] researchers had used the similar approach of trust
model for CUA based on threshold function. They showed
that the trust level escalates or lessens based on the scaled
Manhattan distance between the legitimate user reference
template and current typing actions. However, the same con-
cept had been used by [37] where the trust level varia-
tion depends on the probability score of current action. In
this paper, we are proposing a Robust recurrent confidence
model(R-RCM) which keeps track of previous confidence
value and tends to lock out the user from system once it
reaches the final lockout threshold. Confidence value depends
on the fused classifier score from ensemble classifier.

Novel Approach of Robust Recurrent Confidence
Model(R-RCM)

As stated above, CUA cannot substitute the SUA so once
user logs in to system using the SUA credentials then con-
fidence of user is set to 1.00 which is the maximum value
of confidence. On each action, R-RCM calculates the con-
fidence of user based on the classifier score of performed
action. If the current action is performed according to gen-
uine user’s behaviour then user earns points and confidence
increases while if the performed action does not match the
genuine user then user loses points and confidence decreases.

During the active time, if the confidence of user remains
higher than the given final threshold then user can use the
system without any restraint, however if the confidence of
user goes below the given final threshold then user will be
locked out of the system.

In this research, the two thresholds namely alert threshold
Ti = D and lockout threshold Tf have been employed to
make the system more secure. The system has implemented
the concept of alert threshold where if the user’s confidence
level is going down incessantly and reaches the alert threshold
Ti then the user loses confidence points more than usual in
order to lock it out as soon as possible as shown in Fig.5.

FIGURE 5. Robust recurrent confidence model (R-RCM).

The recurrent confidence is determined by the classifi-
cation score of the current action performed by the user
along with other 5 parameters as shown in algorithm 1.
The parameter H denotes the threshold value between lose
or earn points precisely. In this aspect, if the classification
score of the current action ŷt is greater than this threshold
(H) then 1Confi > 0, i.e., user earns points, and vice versa.
Furthermore, the parameter Z is the width of sigmoid for this
function, while the parameters M and N are the maximum
value of the points earned or lost respectively. Parameter D
is alert threshold which checks if user is losing confidence
points consistently and reached the alert threshold. If this
is the case then system switches to its more hard mode of
operation where it checks if current confidence is lower than
alert threshold and current action ŷt < H then it makes the
user lose more points on each action hence making it lock out
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quicker so that it can only make lesser damage on system.
However, it is probable that sometimes genuine user behaves
in unusual way owing to the background context thereby
reaches the alert threshold by losing confidence points. In this
case, R-RCM checks on each action if current confidence is
less than alert threshold but the ŷt > H , then it means user
will earn points on this current action but still model does not
trust user completely and grants points less than expected.
Since if it would be genuine user than despite of getting less
points than usual it would gradually achieve the highest score.

Algorithm 1 Robust-Recurrent Confidence Model
1: Initialization
2: Static Authentication, Confidence set to 1.00
3: After 1st action, probability of genuineness of user cal-

culated by set classifiers

Phase 1 – Data Input

4: ŷt —- probability of user genuineness at given time step
t

5: H —- represents the threshold value between lose point
and earn point

6: Z —- the width of the sigmoid for this function
7: M—- the maximum value for points earned
8: N—- the maximum value for points lose
9: D—- Alert borderline threshold Ti

10: T —- Lockout Threshold Tf

Phase 2 – Change in confidence

begin
11: if confi ≥ D then

12: 1Confi = min

(
−N + ( 2N

1+exp
(
−
ŷt−H
Z

) ),M
)

RecurrentConf = min(max(RecurrentConfi−1 +
1Confi), 0), 1.00)

13: else if (confi < D) and (ŷt < H ) then

14: 1Confi = min

(
−N + ( 2N (1−H )

1+exp
(
−
ŷt−H
Z

) ),M
)

RecurrentConf = min(max(RecurrentConfi−1 +
1Confi), 0), 1.00)

15: else if (confi < D) and (ŷt > H ) then

16: 1Confi = min

(
N + ( 3N

1+exp
(
−
ŷt−H
Z

) ),M
)

RecurrentConf = min(max(RecurrentConfi−1 +
1Confi), 0), 1.00)

17: end if
End

The concept of R-RCM has been elaborated more in Fig.6
and Fig.7.

In Fig.6, when training sample of genuine user has been
compared with its own validation sample, it can be noticed
that how the recurrent confidence level is varying on each
action. Sometimes it goes down due to points lost but again it

FIGURE 6. Confidence value for genuine user tested with the genuine test
data.

FIGURE 7. Confidence value for genuine user tested with the imposter
test data.

attains its maximum value and never drops down to the final
lockout threshold.

However, Fig.7 shows that when genuine user’s training
sample is compared against the validation data of an imposter
user, then the confidence level drops 7 times below the
lockout threshold (L1,L2,L3,L4,L5,L6,L7) within 500 user
actions. But it can be discerned that alert threshold is set at
0.82 and as soon as confidence reaches the alert threshold,
system locks out the user as quickly as possible due to the
hard mode of R-RCM. For simulation purposes, we have
assumed that after every lock out the user is again using the
SUA to access the system and its maximum confidence of
1.00 is re-gained.

D. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Let’s say we have N users. System needs to identify each user
per action based on given sequence of keyboard actions.More
formally, we have:

S = {(x, y)} ⊂ RA×T
× {1, . . . ,N }T ,

where xt – keyboard action properties at a time t , yt ∈
{1, . . . ,N } – user who has taken the action, T – total amount
of actions to classify, A – action vector dimension. The imple-
mented system predicts a user identity yt per time step t,
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FIGURE 8. The system Architecture.

FIGURE 9. Ensemble classifier approach.

which in the simplest case equals to an indicator whether it is
a genuine user action or not.

Subsequently, this research work implements a 2-Phase
system methodology for continually authenticating the user
with keystroke biometric modality, as shown in Fig.8, and
discussed below:

1) 1st PHASE, BASELINE CLASSIFIERS
The proposed system uses three performance evaluation sce-
narios namely ES1, ES2 and ES3 described in section F.
In each scenario, score of the classifiers, for per action,
decides whether it is genuine or belongs to an impostor.
In this regard, ensemble learning approach consisting of three
classifiers including Support vector machine(SVM), Artifi-
cial neural network(ANN) and Gradient boosting Decision
trees(XGBoost) has been used where an output score is pro-
duced according to ensemble classifier rule based on input
scores of all three classifiers as shown in Fig. 9
The proposed system employs two types of ensemble

rules including dynamic classifier selection(DCS) [38] and
weighted classifier fusion(WCF) [39]. DCS reflects the ten-
dency to extract a single best classifier at train-test split for

each action which is the most likely to produce the correct
classification label for an input sample at validation split.
However the WCF relates to approach where all the classifier
scores goes to the weighted fusion module, where an output
score is a weighted sum of input scores of all the three
classifiers as shown in Eq: 1

ŷt (ct |W ) =

∑K−1
i=0 Wicti∑K−1
i=0 Wi

, (1)

where cti – input scores, K – amount of classifiers,Wi – input
score weights and the value of these weights have been
optimized with genetic algorithm [40], ŷt (ct |W ) – fused score
which will be used as a raw confidence score in the second
phase for each action.

2) 2nd PHASE, RECURRENT CONFIDENCE FUNCTION
In this research, a novel robust recurrent confidence
Model(R-RCM), described in section C, has been proposed
and implemented. The model computes the variation in con-
fidence for each action by employing some parameters and
returns the system confidence to indicate the genuineness
of the current user. The parameters can be global static or
user specific. In order to analyse the performance, system
has been tested using both global static parameters as well as
personalizing the parameter of RCM. These parameters are
optimized by employing the genetic algorithm [40] to find
the optimal value for each user based on their train-test split
samples.

The following discrete values are used for new samples
introduction into an epoch, or samples mutation. Logarithmic
scale for Z ,M , and N values has been applied to achieve bet-
ter convergence.W0,W1 andW2 of Eq.1 are being normalized
afterwards to have a weighted average.
• H = 0+ k ∗ 100/99, k = 0, 99
• Z = 2.0−7+k∗14/13, k = 0, 13
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• M = 2.0−7+k∗14/13, k = 0, 13
• N = 2.0−7+k∗14/13, k = 0, 13
• W0 = 0+ k ∗ 100/99, k = 0, 99
• W1 = 0+ k ∗ 100/99, k = 0, 99
• W2 = 0+ k ∗ 100/99, k = 0, 99

The proposed system methodology has been validated in this
work by formulating two experimental settings as shown in
Fig.8. These settings combine the divergent approaches for
the output of ensemble classifiers and parameters of R-RCM
in order to test the system from different perspectives.

E. PERFORMANCE MEASURE
To evaluate the performance of true CUA system, this
research uses the performance metrics as describe by
researchers in [25].
• ANIA: Average Number of Imposter Actions
• ANGA: Average Number of Genuine Actions
However, the system considers the keystrokes as a sequen-

tial series, so we take the mean of ANGA and ANIA for
each sequence and report the results in terms of Mean ANGA
and Mean ANIA over all the testing samples. In general,
if imposter user i, when validated against the template of
genuine user g, is locked out L times after performing respec-
tively A1, A2,. . . . . . , AL actions before each lockout. Then,
we define the normalized imposter actions over the total
sampling sequence actions AT as:

ANIA =

∑
AL

L ∗ AT
, (2)

The ANGA are calculated in the same way where genuine
user g is validated against the template of genuine user itself
and the genuine actions are calculated which it can perform
against its own reference template before false lockout.

ANGA =

∑
AL

L ∗ AT
, (3)

For an efficient CUA system, ANIA should be as low
as possible while ANGA should be high. In ideal situation,
genuine user should never be locked out by the system and
imposter user should be detected as soon as possible but in
reality situation may vary. Therefore, the four categories are
defined based on ANGA and ANIA for all the system users
given as follows: Suppose we have N users, each of N cases
is assigned two attributes. The first one indicates whether
ANGA = 100% or not. The second one indicates whether
ANIA > 40% or not.
• Very Good, ANGA = 100% and ANIA ≤ 40%
• Good, ANGA < 100% and ANIA ≤ 40%
• Bad, ANGA = 100% and ANIA > 40%
• Ugly, ANGA < 100% and ANIA > 40%

F. EVALUATION SCENARIOS
The system has trained binary classifier for each user with
genuine and imposter classes in order to distinguish an activ-
ity of genuine user against other users. Accordingly, the data

of genuine and imposter samples have been considered in
equal proportion in order to avoid the classifier biasness.
In this regard, three evaluation scenarios namely internal,
external and hybrid are designed which are explained below:

FIGURE 10. Three evaluation scenarios.

Suppose system has been given a set U of N = |U | users
and in total each scenario has N cases. For each scenario,
firstly system needs to select g – genuine user, I1 – impostors
set available for train and test, I2 – impostors set available for
validation.

• Internal Scenario: Each of N users is selected as a
genuine user g.The rest users are assigned to I1 = I2 =
U \g as shown in Fig.10. Accordingly, it is assumed that
system has training samples of all the users in the given
organization.

• Hybrid Scenario: Each of N users is selected as a gen-
uine user g. First M users that do not include g are
assigned to I1. I2 = U \ g \ I1 as shown in Fig.10. It is
assumed that rest of the users are added to organization
after the training process and system does not have any
training samples of these newly added users for the first
M users. While the validation is done on all the users so
I2 = U \ g.

• External Scenario: U is split into groups of M
users. If N mod M 6= 0, then system pads
a set of users in a ring like fashion, such that
U ′ = {u0, u1, . . . , uN , uN+1, uN+M−N mod M } and |U |
mod M = 0. For every group, each ofM users is picked
up consequently as a genuine user g while the rest of
users are assigned to I1. Users not present in the group
are assigned to I2 as shown in Fig.10. In such a case
validation set of impostor users doesn’t include any of
users used during the training and testing at all.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The programming language used throughout this work is
Python 3.4. Keras interface with tensorflow is employed to
execute the neural network computations precisely. Scikit-
learn is used to train the SVM. Moreover, XGBoost is
an enhanced distributed gradient boosting library which is
employed to train machine learning algorithms for Gradient
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Boosting framework. The results attained from our experi-
ments will be discussed in this section.

Here, we present some excerpts of our results based
on 512 action sequence where the user has been authenticated
on each action. However, in practice validation has been
done on whole of validation split data (20%) and aggregated
results are provided in tabular form but here for sake of
understanding only some samples of results are shown in
order to visualize the user categories.

FIGURE 11. Genuine user validated with its own reference set(right) and
with imposter set(left).

• Good : Fig.11 shows an excerpt of a genuine user sample
where the validation set of user was used against its own
reference set on the right side of figure while the left part
shows the validation of an imposter sample against the
same genuine user sample. It can be noticed that genuine
user has been locked out for the given sequence sample,
so ANGA can be calculated using Eq. 3

ANGA =
320

1 ∗ 512
= 0.625 or 65% so, ANGA < 100%

Similarly, ANIA can be calculated using Eq. 2

ANIA =
480

8 ∗ 512
= 0.117 or 12% so, ANIA > 40%

In this example, geniune user has been locked out at least
once but the given imposter validated against this geni-
une user’s reference sample has been detected before
performing 40% of actions hence this geniune user falls
in good category. More precisely, the ANIA & ANGA
are taken in terms of normalized number of actions as a
portion of actions in relation to a total sequence length
for this example i.e., 512 then it can be inferred that this
imposter had performed 60 actions on average before
detection for the given genuine user.

• Very Good : Fig.12 shows another excerpt of validation
sample which specifies that genuine user has never been
locked out for the given sequence sample making the
ANGA=100% while the imposter user has been locked
out 24 times(L1-L24) in the given sequence sample
hence the ANIA of this example, according to Eq. 2,
is 0.04 or 4.0%, so it can be concluded that ANIA<40%.
More specifically, if the ANIA & ANGA are taken
in terms of normalized number of actions as a
portion of actions in relation to a total sequence

FIGURE 12. Genuine user validated with its own reference set(right) and
with imposter set(left).

length 512 then it can be assumed that this imposter had
performed 21 actions on average before detection for the
given genuine user and it falls in very good category.

FIGURE 13. Genuine user validated with its own reference set(right) and
with imposter set(left).

• Bad : Similarly, Fig.13 shows another excerpt of valida-
tion which indicates that genuine user has never been
locked out for the given sequence sample making the
ANGA=100% while the imposter user has been locked
out 2 times only(L1-L2) in the given sequence sample
hence the ANIA of this example, according to Eq. 2,
is 0.5 or 50%, so it can be said that ANIA > 40%. More
precisely, if the ANIA & ANGA are taken in terms of
normalized number of actions then it can be assumed
that this imposter had performed 256 actions on average
before detection for the given genuine user and it falls in
bad category.

• Ugly: Fig.14 shows the genuine user has been locked out
so ANGA<100% while the imposter user has not been
detected before performing 50% of actions, according to
Eq. 2, on average hence ANIA>40%.

Now, the aggregated results for all the users are reported in
tabular form for both of experimental settings as below:

A. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING I: DYNAMIC CLASSIFIER
SELECTION WITH GLOBAL STATIC RCM
It can be observed from the table.2 that, For scenario 1,
95% of participants qualify for the very-good category where
the mean of ANGA is 1.00 actions which represents that
none of genuine participant has been locked out leaving the
ANGA 100%, whereas the mean of ANIA is 0.22 which
indicates that all the imposters for these 95% genuine users
has been detected before performing 0.22 or 22% of actions.
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FIGURE 14. Genuine user validated with its own reference set(right) and
with imposter set(left).

TABLE 2. Aggregated results of experimental setting I.

Subsequently, 5% users fall in bad group where ANGA is
again 100% showing the genuine user itself is not locked out
when exposed to its own validation data and mean ANIA is
0.41 which indicates that all the imposters had been locked
out only after performing 41% of actions for given validation
data.
In scenario 2, there are 65% users in very good category

with ANIA 0.27 (27% actions) which is quite high while 15%
users fall in good group where mean of ANGA is 0.97(97%
actions) and ANIA is 0.26 (26% actions).And, 20% users fall
in bad category with ANIA 0.42(42% actions).
In scenario 3, it can be noticed that 65% users in very good

category with mean ANIA 0.24 (24% actions) while 20%
users fall in good group where mean of ANGA is 0.96(96%
actions) and ANIA is 0.31(31% actions). 15% fall in bad
category with ANIA 0.44(44% actions).
Overall, the system performance has been evaluated based

on the number of actions performed by imposter before detec-
tion and average number of actions performed by genuine
users before false lockout then it can be assumed that sce-
nario 1 has performed well with the most lowest ANIA and
highest ANGA as well.

B. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING II: WEIGHTED CLASSIFIER
FUSION WITH PERSONALIZED RCM
It can be observed from table.3 that: In scenario 1, 10% par-
ticipants qualify for the ’very-good’ category, where themean
of ANGA is 1.00 actions which represents that none of the
genuine participant has been locked out leaving the ANGA

TABLE 3. Aggregated results of experimental setting II.

100%,whereas themean of ANIA is 0.05which indicates that
all the imposters for these 2 genuine users has been detected
before performing 0.05% of actions. Subsequently, the 90%
users fall in good category with ANGA and ANIA being 0.80
and 0.09 (9% actions) respectively.
In scenario 2, there are 5% users in very good category

with ANIA 0.28 which is quite high as compare to ANIA of
scenario 1 while the rest 95% fall in good group where mean
of ANGA is 0.75 and ANIA is 0.10.
In scenario 3, it can be noticed that 30% users are falling

in very good category with mean ANIA 0.15 which is better
than scenario 2 while the rest 70% users fall in good group
where mean of ANGA is 0.72 and ANIA is 0.12 actions.
Overall, the system performance has been evaluated based

on the number of actions performed by imposter before
detection then then it can be assumed that scenario 1 has
performed well with the most lowest ANIA and highest ANGA
as well. And secondly, scenario 3 worked well for keeping
the most of genuine user logged in for the whole of testing
sessions and not locked out falsely even once.

1) ANALYSIS FOR SETTING I AND SETTING II
We are referring to the aggregated results of DCS with static
RCM parameters (setting I) and weighted fusion with person-
alized parameters optimized with genetic algorithm (setting
II) in table 2 and III respectively. First of all, it can be
noticed that for static global RCM there are users in all three
scenarios who are falling in bad categories which mean there
are some genuine users against which the imposters could
not be caught up even after performing more than 40% of
actions. On the other hand, in setting II with personalized
parameters, it can be observed that all of users are falling in
either very good or good category where all the imposters
have been caught before performing 40% of actions which
also means that none of the imposter got undetected. If we
see more precisely in setting II, the only worst case has
been observed in scenario 2, where imposters could have
performed 28% actions on average before detection. Except
this case, on average most of the imposters had been detected
before performing 8% of actions in setting II. Hence, it can
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be concluded that proposed setting II has performed well in
detecting the imposter users since it includes the personal
parameters of each user for R-RCM optimized by genetic
algorithm as well as weighted classifier fusion approach.

More specifically, the system’s ANIA can be calculated
with the following equation:

SystemANIA =

∑
(MeanANIA ∗ User%)

TotalUsers%
, (4)

If the System ANIA are computed for scenario I in relation
to the portion of users falling in each category for both
experimental settings then:
• Experimental Setting I
System ANIA = (0.22∗0.95)+(0.41∗0.05)

1.00 = 0.23 or 23%
• Experimental Setting II
System ANIA = (0.05∗0.10)+(0.09∗0.90)

1.00 = 0.09 or 9%
It can be noticed that the System’s ANIA for our experi-

mental setting II has been the lowest as compared to our set-
ting I. More formally, when two CUA systems are compared
then the systemwith lowest ANIA is considered optimal from
the perspective of security. However, if system’s ANGA is
taken into account then experimental setting I has performed
well but ANIA is higher in experimental setting I. As stated
earlier, if two CUA systems are compared then the system
which detects imposter users faster is considered the best one
so in experimental setting II ANGAcan be a trade-off for such
environments where confidentiality and integrity of data and
resources are main priorities.

V. CONCLUSION
The true CUA system works on authenticating the user based
on the typing behaviour which distinguishes one user from
the other. The implemented system has focussed on the
dilemma of validating the user’s identity on each and every
action instead of authenticating on blocks of actions thereby
lessening the risk of imposter activity to a greater extent.
A two phase system methodology has been implemented and
results are reported in terms of mean ANGA and ANIA.

In this research, the robust recurrent confidence model(R-
RCM) has been implemented which tends to lock out the
imposter user as quickly as possible if it crosses the alert
threshold. On the same hand, it keeps in account the fact that
sometimes even genuine user deviates from normal behaviour
owing to the background context and crosses the alert thresh-
old. In this case, R-RCM increases the genuine user’s con-
fidence gradually and does not trust the user fully until its
confidence level again goes up from the alert threshold and
reaches the safe zone.

Subsequently, the combination of monographs and
digraphs features have been used thereby leaving no room for
imposters to do illicit activity in between the digraph features.
The ensemble learning approach including SVM, ANN and
XGboost is used to increase the accuracy score of each action.
Since keystroke biometric is a weak modality and integration
of multiple diverse classifiers has escalated the confidence in
classification of each action thereby increasing the system

performance. Moreover, both proposed experimental set-
tings, using the novel approach of R-RCM with alert thresh-
old, have detected the imposter users faster and achieved
the lowest mean ANIA as compared to previous scholarly
works done in domain of true continuous user authentication.
Additionally, experimental setting II has achieved the lowest
system’s ANIA and detected the imposter user as soon as it
crosses the alert threshold.
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